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Blanket is the strategic component in hydrogen fusion energy system, converting nuclear

energy of hydrogen nuclei to thermal energy which could be further transported for the

production of electricity. In order to investigate blanket transient behaviors induced by the

in-box LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident), a code named LBBFoam for high pressure

compressible multi-phase flow is developed based on OpenFOAM, which is capable of

simulating accident-induced pressure wave propagation in the blanket module. Two

classic one dimension shock tube cases were simulated to verify the code. With this code,

three scenarios with 8 MPa helium injection into PbLi in a blanket-like container were

analyzed to capture pressure oscillation and bubble transportation characteristics. It is

found that the maximum pressure in the PbLi zone exceeds and even doubles the helium

injection pressure due to the reflection and superposition of pressure waves. This suggests

that the traditional structural safety design limits of helium cooled PbLi blanket, which is

usually set as the operating pressure of helium coolant, would be too low considering

pressure wave superposition. This code will provide an assessment tool for the structural

safety of blanket.

© 2018 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Blanket is well recognized as a key energy conversion

component for hydrogen fusion energy system [1,2], convert-

ing nuclear energy of hydrogennuclei to thermal energywhich

could be further transported for the production of electricity.

The liquid PbLi blanket is one of the most promising blanket
Z. Chen).

ons LLC. Published by Els
concepts [3e5], and the typical liquid blanket concept in China

is the DFLL blanket (Dual-Functional Lead Lithium blanket)

[6,7], which was originally developed by the Institute of Nu-

clear Energy Safety Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

This blanket has two coolants to transport the nuclear heating,

including PbLi and helium, and PbLi is also the tritium

breeding and neutron multiplication material. The blanket

structure is made of China Low Activation Martensitic (CLAM)
evier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature and abbreviations

ai Volume fraction of phase i

ri Density of phase i

r0 Reference density at standard atmospheric

pressure

U
.

Velocity vector

p Pressure

ppb Pressure of PbLi

patm Standard atmospheric pressure

m Dynamic viscosity

g
.

Acceleration of gravity

E Energy

Keff Thermal conductivity

LOCA Loss of coolant accident

CFD Computational fluid dynamics

DCLL Dual-cooled lead lithium

DEMO Fusion demonstration reactor

DFLL Dual-functional lead lithium

HCLL Helium cooled lead lithium

MHD Magnetohydrodynamics

PbLi Lead-lithium eutectic alloy

TVD Total variation diminishing schemes

VOF Volume of fraction

WCLL Water cooled lead lithium
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steel, with the thickness of about 30 mm filled with so many

high pressure (8 MPa) helium tubes. And high temperature

(~700 �C) PbLi flows slowly with the pressure of 2 MPa inside

the blanket structure converting the neutron energy to the

nuclear heating and meantime breeding tritium and multi-

plying neutrons. The total size of blanket is about 0.5 mwidth,

0.5 m length, and 2 m height, but it depends on the experi-

mental and demonstration reactor where blanket would be

tested on [8,9]. So far, comprehensive research has been con-

ducted on the DFLL blanket, such as the coolant compatibility

test [10], neutronics simulation and experiment [11e13], and

the development of structure material [14e16].

In liquid PbLi blanket, helium thin tubes could fail under

coupled loads of high pressure, high temperature PbLi MHD

[17] (magnetohydrodynamics) corrosion, and high energy

neutron irradiation, which leads to the occurrence of in-box

LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident). Injection of high pressure

helium into low pressure PbLi zone seriously threatens the

integrity of blanket structure, and causes the release of

radioactive inventories. Thus, in-box LOCA is generally

considered as a design basis accident for blanket safety [18].

When in-box LOCA happens, high-pressure helium injects

into PbLi flow channel, forming a complex two-phase MHD

flow. The pressure rises rapidly in PbLi flow channels, and

peak pressure is very likely to exceed the injection pressure of

helium due to the superposition of pressure waves. Therefore,

it is of great significance to capture the propagation of pres-

sure shock wave in the blanket [19].

An experimental study of WCLL (Water Cooled Leade

Lithium) blanket in-box LOCAwas conducted using the LIFUS5

facility in ENEA [20], and the injection of high-pressure water

into PbLi caused a transient pressure increase in PbLi area, due
to the hammer effect. Simulation results by SIMMER-III code

showed that injection of water flashed into PbLi and caused a

sudden pressurization of 12.7 MPa at 20 ms. The experimental

pressurization time was a little slower because of early

rupture of cap.

A similar accident was also analyzed for the DCLL (Dual-

cooled Lead Lithium) TBM with MELCOR [21], but the pressure

shock wave and hammer effect caused by high-pressure he-

lium injection were not considered in the analysis. The

calculation by system code MELCOR suggested that the in-

jection of high-pressure helium into breeding zones increased

the pressure to the injection pressure of helium (8 MPa) in

100ms and quickly reduced to 0.1 MPa. The rupture disk of the

drain tank opened under 8 MPa and the pressure rose to

0.15MPa in 4 s. No significant venting of the tank occurred and

the port cell pressure remained constant.

In China, the in-box LOCA of DFLL blanket was recently

analyzed by using a modified RELAP version [22]. Due to the

channel rupture, the peak pressure of 7.8 MPa was found in-

side the blanket, but reflections and superposition of pressure

waves were not captured. Very shortly after the accident

(~0.0078 s), rupture valve opened due to the dramatic increase

of pressure in PbLi channel, and lead-lithium started to be

dumped into a tank. And then the helium pressure began to

decrease till the entire system pressure below 2 MPa, with no

more helium flow.

In Europe, HCLL (Helium Cooled Lead Lithium) box was

designed to withstand pressure of 8 MPa [23]. A simulation of

HCLL in-box LOCA experiment on THALLIUM was conducted

using RELAP5-3D in ENEA, which showed that the peak pres-

sure of the loop is below 7 MPa [24]. Both analysis of system

codes MELCOR and REALP showed a pressure increase not

exceeding the injection pressure of helium, which is different

from the pressure superposition phenomena of hammer ef-

fect in coolant loop of fission power plant [25]. To further

investigate the pressure wave in complex channel of blanket,

3D CFD tools other than the system code are needed [26].

Therefore, one-dimension system codes (e.g. RELAP, MEL-

COR, SIMMER) are not capable of simulating the reflection and

superposition of pressure waves in the complex three-

dimension liquid blanket box. More importantly, the pres-

sure peak by the one-dimension system codes would be pre-

dicted much lower than the actual peak pressure, and a much

lower safety limit for blanket structural design may be adop-

ted giving rise to a big safety concern.

In this paper, a CFD code for high-pressure compressible

multi-phase flow, named LBBFoam, was developed based on

OpenFOAM [27], with the aim to reasonably capture the high

pressure wave propagation behavior in the liquid blanket

under in-box LOCA. Classical shock tube caseswere simulated

to verify the code. Then the pressure wave and bubble trans-

portation behaviors induced by the injection of 8 MPa helium

into PbLi in blanket-like containers were simulated and

analyzed.
Governing equations and numerical methods

In the multi-phase model of LBBFoam, a conventional VOF

method [28] is used for capturing the interface for PbLi and
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Fig. 1 e 1D shock wave tube model of single gas phase.

Table 1 e Parameters of 1D shock wave tube model.

x < 0 x � 0

p 1 MPa 0.1 MPa

T 527 �C 27 �C
U 0 m/s 0 m/s
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helium flows, which can model two fluids by solving a set of

momentum equations and tracking the volume fraction of

each fluid in the whole domain. Note that the VOF model is

based on the assumption that two fluids do not permeate each

other, and it is the case for the PbLi-helium flow. Moreover,

variables and properties in any given control volume repre-

sent either pure PbLi or helium, or a mixture of phases,

depending on the volume fraction. The governing equations

include volume fraction equation, momentum equation, en-

ergy equation, and state equation.

The volume faction equation

vairi

vt
þ V$

�
airiU

.
�

¼ 0 (1)

where i ¼ 1 or 2, representing phase 1 or phase 2. ai, ri repre-

sent the volume fraction, density of phase i. U
.

represents the

velocity vector. The volume fraction can be computed based

on the following constraint:

a1 þ a2 ¼ 1 (2)

The momentum equation:

vrU
.

vt
þ V$

�
rU
.
U
.
�

¼ �Vpþ V$

�
m

�
VU

.þ VU
.T

��
þ rg

.
(3)

where p represents pressure, m is dynamic viscosity, and g
.
is

gravitational acceleration. The property of r stands for

average density contributed by two phases:

r ¼ a1r1 þ a2r2 (4)

All other properties (for example, viscosity, effective ther-

mal conductivity) are computed in this manner.

The energy equation:

vrE
vt

þ V$

�
U
.ðrEþ pÞ

�
¼ V$

�
Keff VT

�
(5)

where Keff is thermal conductivity. Energy E is treated as a

mass-averaged variable:

E ¼
P2

i¼1airiEiP2
i¼1airi

(6)

PbLi state equation [29e32] is important for the pressure

wave speed, which is shown as follows:

ppb ¼ A
�
rpb � r0

	2

þ B
�
rpb � r0

	
þ C (7)

where.

r0 ¼ 11340 kg=m3

A ¼ 922:9 m5kg�1s�2

B ¼ 4368100m2s�2

C ¼ patm ¼ 101325 kg m�1s�2

ppb is the pressure of PbLi and r0 is reference density at

standard atmospheric pressure. A, B and C are polynomial

coefficients. patm represents standard atmospheric pressure.

To capture the pressure shock, a second order TVD scheme

is applied to the convective term [33] of momentum equation.

The time term is in an implicit Euler discrete scheme, and the

diffusion term is in a linear orthogonal format.
1D shock wave tube with air

A classic case of one-dimension shock tube was used to verify

the code with single phase, and the model is shown in Fig. 1.

Air, treated as ideal gas, was filled into the tube of length

0.2m. The initial conditions are detailed in Table 1. A thin film

in the middle of the tube (X ¼ 0) separates the tube into two

parts: the pressure of the left part is high pressure zone at

1 MPa and the right part is low pressure zone at 0.1 MPa. After

the break of the thin film, shock wave propagates to the right

side, and rarefaction wave propagates to the left.

The comparison between calculation and theoretical so-

lution of density, pressure and temperature is shown in Fig. 2.

It is found that the code has very good capability to predict the

rarefaction wave propagating in the high pressure area and to

capture the discontinuous position of shock wave. The edges

of the shockwaves are somewhat smoothed by the addition of

viscosity.

1D shock wave tube with helium-PbLi

Considering the great difference of the compressibility of gas

and liquid phases, the pressure fluctuation of two-phase

shock tube will be significantly different from that of single-

phase shock tube. Another one-dimensional shock wave

tube case of liquid PbLi and helium was chosen to verify the

characteristic of pressurewave propagation of two-phase flow

between helium and PbLi. As shown in Fig. 3, liquid PbLi and

helium in a one-dimensional tube are separated by a film. The

initial conditions are summarized in Table 2. The initial

pressure of PbLi and helium is 2 MPa and 8 MPa, respectively.

The helium space is large enough and assumed at constant

pressure of 8 MPa. At time 0 s, thin film breaks and pressure

wave of DP ¼ 6 MPa forms.

Pressure wave propagation at the left end and center of

tube can be seen in Fig. 4. Both theoretical and simulation

results show that themaximumpressure reaches 14 MPa. The

pressure fluctuation in the lead-lithium center region has two

steps and only one step at the left end due to different posi-

tions of shock wave superposition. As in the previous single

phase shock tube case, the discontinuous shock waves are

smoothed out by viscosity. These simulation results show

good agreement with the theoretical results, which verifies

the code capability to capture pressure wave propagation be-

tween helium and PbLi.
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Fig. 2 e Comparison of numerical results and theoretical solutions (t ¼ 0.1 ms).

Fig. 3 e 1D shock wave tube model of PbLi and helium.
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Multi-cycle of the pressure wave calculated is shown in

Fig. 5. As time goes on, pressure wave will decay and the

pressure at the center of the PbLi decays faster than the

pressure at the end. The pressure oscillation in PbLi zone

tends to be slighter and the step characteristics of pressure

waves gradually disappear. In the cycles, a little mount of

helium sprays into the PbLi area at the beginning and then

flows back and forth across the interface.
Transient analysis of helium jet into PbLi

Three typical scenarios as indicated below was selected from

many scenarios of in-box LOCA in various liquid blanket de-

signs, to analyze transient behaviors after the injection of

8 MPa helium into PbLi in blanket-like containers.

Helium jet into an infinite PbLi zone

The first scenario is the high pressure helium injection into

the two-dimension infinite PbLi zone. The shock wave prop-

agation and helium bubble movement is simulated. In this

scenario, the geometry model of PbLi is a 0.2 m � 0.2 m rect-

angular area and the helium jet nozzle diameter is 2 cm wide

located at the bottom of the PbLi zone. Far-field boundary

conditionwere set on the upper and both left and right sides of

the PbLi zone. The initial pressure of PbLi is 2 MPa and the

temperature is 590 �C. At the bottom of PbLi zone, the high

pressure helium jet was set as ‘Pressure-inlet’ condition at

8 MPa with the temperature of 371 �C. High pressure helium
Table 2 e Parameters of 1D shock wave tube model.

x < 1.7 m x � 1.7 m

p 2 MPa 8 MPa

T 400 �C 600 �C
U 0 m/s 0 m/s
was modeled as an ideal gas and properties of PbLi was

calculated with Eq. (7) mentioned above.

Pressure wave propagation in the PbLi zone is shown in

Fig. 6. Pressure wave travels much faster in the liquid phase

than it does in the gas phase. A spherical wave spread forward

rapidly through the PbLi zone. The propagation speed of

pressure waves in PbLi is close to 1700m/s. The pressure wave

spread over the calculation PbLi area in 120 us. When the

pressure wave propagates from the high-pressure helium to

the two-dimension infinite lead-lithium area, the pressure

wave is not a discontinuous shock wave but a continuous

pressure wave. Transition area can be clearly seen between

the low pressure area and the high pressure area. Since the

computation model is a flat two-dimension rectangular re-

gion, there are no complicated geometric shapes or obstacles,

and thus no superposition of pressure wave happens. The

maximum pressure of PbLi zone is the same as the initial

pressure of helium (8 MPa).

Bubble motion of high pressure helium jet into the liquid

PbLi zone is shown in Fig. 7. For the high sound speed of PbLi,

the pressure wave spreads in microsecond level. But the mo-

tion of helium bubble under buoyancy force is in second level.

Therefore, when the bubbles start to enter the PbLi zone, the

pressure in the PbLi region is already stable at 8 MPa. At the
Fig. 4 e Pressure wave propagation at the left end and

center of tube.
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Fig. 5 e Multi-cycle of the pressure wave between helium and PbLi.

Fig. 6 e Shock wave propagation of helium jet into an infinite PbLi zone (Unit: Pa).
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beginning, the interface between helium and PbLi is almost

stationary, and begins to deform due to the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability. At 0.05 s, bubbles move upward under buoyancy

force and PbLi flows downward into the helium nozzle,

blocking part of the nozzle. At 0.2 s, small bubbles start

moving into the PbLi zone. At 0.4 s, the bubble continues to

rise but starts breaking into several small bubbles. Subse-

quently, as more helium enters PbLi zone, the volume of the

gas phase gradually increases and the distribution of bubbles

becomesmore complex. In this condition, no large cavities are

formed, and the difference of bubble size is relatively small

with the maximum of 5 cm.

Therefore, when the high-pressure helium injects into the

infinite PbLi zone, the pressure of two phases will reach

equilibrium before helium entering PbLi. After the pressure
balance, the heliumwill only float upwards under the effect of

buoyancy, and the bubbles generated will burst in the rising

process, resulting in smaller bubble sizes in PbLi.

Helium jet into a finite PbLi zone

The second scenario is to simulate the pressure oscillation

and movement behavior of high pressure helium gas in a

limited area. The geometry model is similar to the first one,

which is also a 0.2 m � 0.2 m rectangular area of PbLi, but

the boundary conditions are different. The boundaries are

all set to ‘Wall’, which means the pressure waves can

reflect back and form superposition in PbLi zone. In the

center of PbLi zone, there is a high pressure helium bubble

with the diameter of 5 cm. The pressure of helium and PbLi

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2018.12.066
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Fig. 7 e Bubble motion of helium jet into infinite liquid PbLi.

Fig. 8 e Pressure wave propagation of helium jet into the finite PbLi zone (Unit: Pa).
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Fig. 9 e High pressure helium bubble in the liquid PbLi pool.

Fig. 10 e Pressure wave propagation of helium jet into finite PbLi area with top gas space (Unit: Pa).
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Fig. 11 e Pressure oscillation near side wall of PbLi zone.
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are 8 MPa and 1MPa. The temperature of helium and PbLi is

371 �C and 590 �C.
The process of pressure wave propagation in PbLi zone is

shown in Fig. 8. Under the high pressure of helium bubble, a

spherical pressure wave formed and spread outward

rapidly. At the same time, a rarefaction wave propagates

internally in the helium bubble. At 60 us, the pressure

waves reach the boundary walls and begin to reflect from

the walls, and then distorts the original spherical wave

front. Due to the reflection and superposition of the waves,

the pressure peak appears at the corners and also the

central area. The peak pressure reaches about 16 MPa,
Fig. 12 e Bubble motion process of high pres
which is almost twice of initial helium pressure. Compared

with the results in the first scenario, the reflection and su-

perposition of pressure waves have significant influence on

the pressure peak. The pressure oscillations continue at 200

us and the time to reach the pressure balance varies

significantly from the first scenario.

The motion of helium bubble is still lagging behind the

propagation of pressure wave, as shown in Fig. 9. When the

helium bubble begins to deform, the pressure in the PbLi zone

is near equilibrium. The reason for motion of helium bubble is

buoyancy force. At 0.05 s, bubble moves upward under the

buoyancy force and transforms into crescent shape due to the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability. At 0.1 s, the helium bubble be-

comes thinner, longer andmore curved. At 0.15 s, both ends of

the bubble become instable and small bubbles begin to form

due to the instability. At 0.25 s, many smaller bubbles appear

in the wake of bigger bubble.

Helium jet into a finite PbLi pool with a gas space

For blanket system, the internal space is not completely filled

with liquid-phase of PbLi, and there are devices within the

gas-phase space such as expansion box and voltage stabilizer.

The influence of gas phase space on in-box LOCA should also

be considered.

The third scenario is a simplified model of blanket sys-

tem to simulate the basic phenomenon of pressure wave

propagation. The calculation model is a 0.5 m � 0.5 m

rectangle area of PbLi and helium, and the boundary con-

ditions was all set to ‘Wall’. One fifth of the zone at the top

is filled with 2 MPa helium and the remaining part is

patched with 2 MPa PbLi. And at the bottom of PbLi zone,

there is a high pressure helium nozzle with ‘Pressure-inlet’
sure helium jet with top helium space.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2018.12.066
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condition at 8 MPa. The temperature of PbLi is 590 �C and

the helium temperature is 371 �C.
The existence of the gas space greatly absorbed the pres-

sure wave. As shown in Fig. 10, there is an obvious pressure

gradient between top helium area and helium jet at 0.01 s, and

it takes about 0.3 s to achieve pressure balance, which ismuch

longer than the time reaching pressure balance in pure PbLi

pools (~100 us). The peak of pressure oscillation near side wall

reaches about 10 MPa, as indicated in Fig. 11.

The bubble motion process is complicated and could be

described in the following stages, as shown in Fig. 12.

1) Pressure propagation stage in early 0.0002 s: as the sound

velocity of PbLi reaching around 1700 m/s, the pressure

wave quickly propagates in the PbLi area immediately after

the helium injected.

2) Pressure oscillation stage in early 0.01 s: The pressure

gradient between top helium area and helium jet forms.

Pressure wave at the lower part reflects on the side wall

and superposes to reach 10 MPa, as also shown in Fig. 11.

3) Helium bubble formation stage in early 1 s: with the

expansion of high pressure helium jet, a single large (about

30 cm in diameter) helium bubble forms, and compresses

top helium area to reach pressure balance. The single large

helium bubble splits into two bubbles of medium size and

flows upward to fuse into top helium area.

4) Helium bubblemotion stage: after 1 s, the pressure balance

is built between top helium area and helium jet. The flow

field in the container gradually stabilizes, and continuous

small helium bubbles formed by the jet tube flow upward

under the buoyancy force.
Conclusion

In this contribution, LBBFoam was developed based on the

OpenFOAM platform, aiming to understand transient behav-

iors in the liquid blanket induced by the in-box LOCA. The

corresponding verification was made with an ideal gas shock

wave tube case and a helium-PbLi shock wave tube case, and

the calculation results were in good agreement with theoret-

ical solution, indicating the code capability to simulate pres-

sure wave propagation and bubble motion of helium-PbLi

compressible flows.

Three typical scenarios of transient behaviors after the

injection of 8 MPa helium into PbLi were simulated, and here

are the findings:

(1) Helium jet into an infinite PbLi zone: in early stage, the

shock wave spreads over the calculated PbLi area and

soon achieves pressure equilibrium,while in later stage,

bubble starts moving upward under buoyancy force.

Considerable amounts of heliumbubbleswere observed

in the PbLi zone after 0.4 s.

(2) Helium jet into a finite PbLi pool: pressure wave reflects

on walls and superposition of pressure wave leads to

the peak pressure of around 16 MPa, which is almost

twice of initial helium pressure.

(3) Helium jet into a finite PbLi pool with a gas space: the

existence of the gas space greatly absorbs the pressure
wave and it takes longer time to reach pressure balance.

The peak pressure of 10 MPa also exceeds the helium

injection pressure. A large bubble in the jet forms and

then compresses the top helium area to increase its

pressure. After the balance process, continuous small

helium bubbles form near the jet tube flowing upward

under the buoyancy force.

Therefore, it is clearly indicated that the maximum pres-

sure in the PbLi zonewill exceed the helium injection pressure

of 8 MPa considering the reflection and superposition of

pressure waves, and even double under finite containment

scenario. This means that the traditional structural safety

design criterion, which is usually set as the operating pressure

of helium coolant, would be too low considering pressure

wave superposition.

Comparingwith one-dimension system code, the LBBFoam

can simulate detailed behaviors of pressure wave propagation

in blanket module, and could provide an assessment tool for

the structural safety design of liquid blanket. For the next step,

this code will be further verified and validated with experi-

mental data of high pressure helium injecting into PbLi to

ensure that its calculation results are qualitatively and quan-

titatively reliable. MHD modules will be embedded to analyze

two phaseMHDflow phenomena of in-box LOCA under strong

magnetic field in the hydrogen fusion energy systems.
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